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Most grade-school workbooks try to cover the full range of topics in one workbook, and as a result

do not dedicate enough pages to important mathematical concepts. Kumon's research has found,

however, that children find learning easier when they tackle one skill set at a time. With these

findings in mind, we designed our newest line of workbooks to help children with one particular

mathematical skill set per book.
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This Kumon book does not follow the format of the addition, subtraction, and multiplication book for

the same skill level (single digit division facts). In those books, the book goes step by step through

the math facts. First 0 and 1s, then 2s, then 3s, through 9s. But this book jumps all over the place.

Instead of going step by step they go through everything, even on page 1. If you are looking for the

Kumon formula of step by step that has worked great in all of the other Kumon books, from

beginning letters and numbers through multiplication, then you are going to be disappointed with

this book.

We're so glad KUMON is now publishing books for upper level math! Using these books has helped

my children master these concepts. They are taught step by step, to the child. Whether you

homeschool, or are in public school and need extra help mastering the concepts and math facts,



these books are fabulous!

I bought this Kumon math workbook for my 3rd grader. It's easy to work with, well written and

explained. It has lots of practice materials and going over stuff. But my daughter thought it is just too

simple and easy. This book just has page after page of math problems. There is little instruction and

there are no fun things or any variation. Instead of being repetitive, I wish it should have added more

variety to the problem set. I do not recommend this workbook unless you are just looking for drills

and then you can find online worksheet generators for free. We simply used the free printable

worksheets on the Beestar website (its math programs are completely free ). It is probably the best

among the many learning sites. The worksheets are well-designed and have both time and

accuracy targets set for your child to practice. If you are like me, you will be glad to find that

sometimes free stuff is even better.

My kid is in third grade, but his math program is so slow! I bought him the Kumon books and make

him do two pages every night. He loves it! No stupid word problems like the Common Core. Just

math problems. They get progressively difficult, but at a pace he has no trouble keeping up with. SO

HAPPY to have these books.

Disappointed. Thought it would be like the multiplication book where one divisor would be focused

on at a time and this was more of a mixed bag. On,y keeping as there is section dealing with

remainders I might be able to use.

I have ordered all the books in the 3rd and 4th grade series...math and reading/writing. After I

ordered 2 books, I was so impressed that I wanted them all. It is perfect for "filling in the gaps" for

my son. He can work at his own pace and continue learning throughout the summer. We are going

to continue with these books throughout the school year. I would highly recommend these books to

any parent who wants to help their child make major improvements in reading and math.

My oldest is in the actual kumon program so when I saw this I thought it was perfect for my son who

is pretty good on math but over the summer needs some busy work. It's a amazing program and

gives the kids confidence in areas where they struggle

Great workbook that will enhance your child's learning. My 9yr old accelerated through it rather



quickly. It is self paced and similar to the material your child would get exposed to in an actual

Kumon program.
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